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ountain areas of

Ivano-Frankivsk Region are also called
Hutsulschyna in honor of the ethnic group
that inhabit the highlands of Ukrainian
Carpathians. Visiting these places brings
with it the magic of the Hutsul traditions
experienced through the local foods, the
crafts and the magnificent landscape
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Hutsul adventures: In quest of culinary
treasures

T

he height of the mountain mead-

ows where sheep and cattle graze in the
Ukrainian Сarpathians is 1600 meters
above sea level. This is 300 meters above
the height of the mountaine meadows
in Alps. Due to this unique location, the
taste and nutritional value of milk and
dairy is of the highest quality

Photo by Andriy Mayovskiy
www.shutterstock.com/gallery
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T

his

is the way the
butter was made
hundreds years
ago and is still
made today on
the pasture estate
Dil in
Verkhovyna
District
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G

orgeous Carpathian landscapes, pristine

air and crystal rivers nourish hundreds of generations of truly generous people. You will be amazed
by the complexity of the weave on the traditional
shirt of the hosts, and, on the contrary, by the simplicity and candidness of their character
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T

ake part in the original 'traditional Hutsul wedding' celebra-

tion, which features local traditional music, lively performances of wedding ceremonies, songs and the very best of Hutsul dancing. You will
have a chance to learn traditional Hutsul dances such as the
'arkan' or 'kolomyika'

D
Hutsul

uring

the

meal,

peoples

pass

toasts

in a circular motion around
the table accompanied
short

and

witty

'kolomyiky'
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E

xplore the

variety of gastronomic
cultures of Ukrainian Carpathians by visiting the south eastern
part of the region – Pokuttya. The
camping ground Starytsya is located
near the Prut river on the outskirts of
Snyatyn. Here in the quiet backwaters
you can learn how to fish in the river,
or enjoy and relax in the hayloft and
practice meditation

S

tarytsya is the home

to hundreds of species of

plants and animals (yellow
and white water lilies,

tortoises and many others)
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S

trilche

village.

This

enchanting village has kept a
unique tradition of bread baking. The house of Volodymyr
Romaniv will showcase the
process. The bread is baked
directly on the stone bottom of
the oven and will keep fresh for
two weeks! So be sure to buy a
few loaves for a delicious bite
along the way
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I

n the apiary you will witness the prepa-

ration of honey and if you find the courage (if
you are not afraid of a bee sting) – you can have
the opportunity to take honey from the honeycomb yourself and get the experience of beekeeping. Here, you can also buy unique natural antioxidants - honey, wax and bee-glue
(propolis)
11

Kolomyia Hutsul Folk Art Museum.
Insight to pottery. Like in fairytale…
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I

n the Kolomyia museums you will be stunned by the

beauty! Finally, you will understand where these delicious dish-

es are coming from: they are cooked by talented people with
exceptional aesthetic flair…

Egg Museum. A master class in
painting and restoration of eggs
according to local traditions
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The famous dessert for visitors in rural hotel
«U Vuyka Vasylya»
14 14

The taste that has not changed over the five hundred years

Pierogie (dumplings) with cherries
1

Strew sugar on cherries and leave for half an
hour

INGREDIENTS

Dough
3 cups of flour
3/4 cups of cold
water
1 egg
a small pinch of
salt

2

Spread flour on the
table in the form of a
cone. Make the hole in
the center of the cone, add
some salt, an egg, water
and mix everything till it
become an elastic dough.
You should knead it about
20 minutes. At first, you
may think that the dough
is too sticky, but in 20
minutes it will be perfect.
It is better not to add the
flour because your dough
may become too stiff

4

Place cherries in the
sieve or colander, collect
juice in the pan - you will
need it later

5
3

Put cherries in the
center of each circle and
close and seal the circles in
the shape of a moon

Filling
4 cups of cherries
without bones
1/2 cups of sugar

6

Boil the water in the
big pot (you can add some
salt to the water). Put
a portion of dumplings
into the boiling water
and cook them until they
come to the surface. Then
leave them boiling just for
another minute and take
them out into a colander
and pour over with the
cold water. Cook the rest
of the dumplings in the
same way. Put melted
butter over the cooked
dumplings; slightly toss in
a bowl

Put the dough on
the sheet of paper and cut
into small circles
You can serve your dish
with the sour cream, cherry juice or yogurt
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Bon appetit!
You can make a cherry souce from the juice
collected. Just add 2 tbsp. of cornstarch and cook
it till ready

from A to Z

Ivano-Frankivsk Region

Accommodation

There are a large number of places where
you can stay in Ivano-Frankivsk region.
But if you choose to visit private households of hospitable highlanders, you will
be able to rest in the centers of wild nature,
get acquainted with the environment,
and taste traditional home-made dishes
cooked from eco-friendly ingredients. You
will be welcomed as dearest guests; they
Arrival/How to get here ?
will create an unforgettable and warm
home-like atmosphere. Besides, staying in
By air
Ivano-Frankivsk airport offers local flights private households is much cheaper, and
not necessarily less comfortable than in
to Kyiv. From Lviv International Airport
(150 km from Ivano-Frankivsk) the flights hotels or resorts.
are carried out to Kyiv, Vienna, Moscow,
Warsaw, Istanbul, Munich, Milan, Venice,
(website www.lwo.aero).
The main Ukrainian air gates - Kyiv
International Airport 'Boryspil' (570 km
from Ivano-Frankivsk) are connected by
the airways with almost all European
countries, as well as with many capital
cities in the world.

Currency

National currency – hryvna (UAH). The
currency exchange can be done at any
bank branch offices. The most popular
currencies are Euro (EUR), US dollars
(USD), UK pounds (GBP), Russian rubles
(RUB).

Language

The official language and the main
language of everyday communication
is Ukrainian. The majority of city youth
speaks foreign languages, in particular
English, and majority of population is
fluent in Russian. The tourism trade
representatives communicate in Russian
and Polish, to less extent in English and
German.

By train

All train services are managed by Ukrzaliznytsia and a full timetable can be found
on their website at www.uz.gov.ua. The
main train connections lead to the biggest
Ukrainian cities - Kiev and Lviv.

By bus

There is direct bus connection from
Ivano-Frankivsk to Kyiv, Prague, Warsaw,
Brno, Naples, Palermo, as well as with
neighbouring cities of Lviv, Ternopil and
Chernivtsi.

By car

If you travel by car from the West or North
keep to the route E50 and then turn to
H10, H09, H18. By driving E85 from the
South take H18 to reach Ivano-Frankivsk.

Interior of the famous Ivano-Frankivsk restaurant Muliar Hous (Svitlytsia Muliarova)
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What to buy?

All shops and shopping malls are open
during the week from Monday to Saturday. Authentic handmade souvenirs and
stylish local brands can be purchased
on the traditional markets in Kosiv and
Yaremche, as well as in shopping malls in
Ivano-Frankivsk and Kolomyia. We recommend to buy the embroidered clothes
from local craftsmen, encrusted wooden boxes for jewelry, hand woven bags,
Hutsul souvenir axes, famous Hutsul wool
socks and clay pots for cooking nutritious
local dishes.

The restaurant culture as a leisure time
becomes more and more popular in the
region and new interesting restaurants
constantly open up ranging from upscale European to traditional Hutsul
restaurants. See for yourself that local
chefs always regard the cooking process
with inspiration, therefore each dish
turns special.
In any case the price is inferior to the
taste and quality of the dishes. A typical
meal here is not expensive, it will cost
approximately 5-10 euro per person.
It is not common to include the tip in
the bill, so if you like the service, you
can always leave the waitor 5-10% from
the total amount.
The festive abundance of dishes on the
dining table will conquer your heart.
The traditional food of Hutsuls, Boikos

and Pokutyanyns preserved the taste of
the ancestors. Try Boiko’s stuffing from
dozen of eggs and supreme meat, Hutsul
varenyky (pyrogi), Pokutyanyn’s bread,
baked in the stone stove, delicious honey
pie, drink from dried apples, pears and
plums. Enjoy! Tomorrow there will be
another menu to choose from…
Infused with seven herbs 'Carpathian
Balsam' and juniper gin under brand
'Carpathian' can be easily bought in any
supermarket and branded stores, but
only in our region! This is something that
deserves to be the best branded gift out of
your Carpathian adventures!
Carpathians unique by its authentic
Hutsul bazaars. Here you can feel the
special color and spirit of the Highlanders

17

from A to Z

Food and Drinks

Ivano-Frankivsk Region

Kosiv market. This woman will knit a warm
and bright traditional gift in less than half
an hour. Start the countdown!

Taste of Tysmenytsya famous stuffing
(bread pudding with whipped eggs,
cooked in the oven with roasted meat
and flavored sauce). It is believed that
this wonderful meal was brought to
Tysmenytsia by old German craftsmen.
It is very caloric unlike the usual potato,
mushroom and grain menu of the Galicians. The recipe of stuffing is complicated
(up to two pages). However, the long
cooking process is rewarded by the perfect
taste. It deserves to be the main dish of
the finest banquet. In addition, its recipe
you will get as a gift from the hostess!

from A to Z

Ivano-Frankivsk Region

Activities

Carpathians are land of
unique, picturesque scenery,
young spring verdure,
dazzling winter whiteness,
colorful autumn shades and
summer warmth. Those who
like an active vacation will
get a lot of pleasure from
hiking, cycling, horse-riding
tours, rafting and canoeing
through mountain rivers,
have lessons of traditional
cuisine, or will simply be
able to watch the wild nature
and enjoy the scenery.

DAY 1

DAY 2

Traditional Hutsul treats.
Yaremche - Tatariv

Homemade food and natural
wonders. Tatariv - Yablunytsia

Yaremche - a town known for a
healthy climate mountain paths
and wooden buildings erected
without nails, such as restaurant
'Hutsulshyna' and the church of
St.Illja.
In the Ecotourism Visitor Center
you will learn about all ecological
walks around the Chornogora
range, interesting facts about Eastern Carpathian flora and fauna.
The guesthouse 'At Lesya’s' (www.
yaremcha.com.ua/ulesi.html)
invites you for a traditional Hutsul
meal with a glass of liqueur, black
bread, bacon and pickles all homemade.
Tatariv village. Here you will enjoy
the open fire 'Vatra' (a traditional
Hutsul name of the fire), the captivating sounds of the mountain
streams, the incredible stories concerning the adventures of immortal
Carpathians rebels 'Opryshki', home
baked potato's over the charcoal
with spicy meat and accompanied
with a glass of homemade liqueur.
Overnight in te local guesthouses
'Anastasia' (www.tatariv.info) and
'Prutets' (www.yaremcha.com.ua/
prutetc.html).

Tatariv village. In order to fully enjoy a delicious breakfast you should
cook it first! Thus, you will have a
master-class in cooking dumplings
with cranberries, blueberries or
apples (depending on season) or
corn Hutsul dessert 'Malay'
in the guesthouse 'Anastasia'.
Our morning jorney will be to
the waterfall 'Guk' it the valley of
Zhenets. On the way to waterfall, it
is possible to pick edible berries and
mushrooms.
The next stop on the tour is the village of Yablynytsia, the picturesque
mountainous area and charming
panoramic views opening from the
Yablunytsia Pass at an altitude of
931 m above sea level. Here the local tavern 'Vysokyi Pereval' (www.
vorohta-tur.com) hosts an original
'traditional Hutsul wedding'
celebration. The tavern welcomes
guests for its authentic Hutsul
entertainments twice a week during
dinnertime.
Before and during entertainment, a
typical Hustsul wedding refreshments, eats and drinks are served.
On certain dates, there is the
option of an entertainment only
package that includes drinks without dinner.
Upon return to the guesthouse, you
will have a chance to relax in a cozy
family atmosphere.
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I VA N O - F R A N K I V S K C U L I N A R Y T R A I L
DAY 3

DAY 4

DAY 5

Taste of the meadows. Verkhovyna
district

Breath of the past. Kosiv –
Tuchapy – Snyatyn – Pidvysoke –
Strilche – Sheparivtsi

City cultural treasures.
Kolomyia – Tysmenytsya

In the morning, the spectacular
journey to the village Kryvopillya
near the ancient village of Verkhovyna is to be enjoyed. After check-in
the farmhouse 'Dil meadow' (www.
karpaty.info) you will be guided up
to the mountain pastures. Here you
can observe the production process,
try to make cheese by your own
hand and buy local foods from the
farmers.

The first stop is town of Kosiv. Local
open-air souvenir market is famous
far beyond Ukraine.

Taste and learn how to cook the
popular Galician dessert – plums,
stuffed with nuts and watered with
whipped cream. Take your time at
the farmstead (www.koluba.com).

We then journey higher into the
mountains to the eco-farm on
Berchyska meadow. The meadow
Berchyska is a little visited location
providing views across the highest
peaks of the Ukrainian and Romanian Carpathians.

Option 1. The camping ground Starytsya. Enjoy meals cooked on an
open fire: fish soup, baked fish or
meat with vegetables, baked potetoes and glass of house wine.

Savor a shepherd lunch in the open
air. The host of the meadow will personally guide you around. You will
learn the technology of the ecological production of dairy from sheep’s
and cow’s milk and will visit a mini-mineral water plant. Enjoy the
landscapes and photo shooting of
birds.
Back to the farmhouse 'Dil meadow'. Supper. The host with a great
pleasure will disclose you the secrets
of his Grandma’s recipes.

Henceforth you are entering the
Carpathian plain area - Pokuttya.
Stop in Tuchapy village. Farm
'Magura' reveals dozens of rare fruit
trees, berry bushes, nuts and crop
plants. The host will treat you with
fruits and tell the stories about the
Pokuttya region.

Option 2. Café 'Pidzamche' is a comfortable place in town of Snyatyn with
800 years of history. In the café you
can taste local food and drinks. Hostess with pleasure will provide you with
the recipe of the food you had.
Pidvysoke village. On the edge of
the village the restaurant 'Kray ray'
arises like a real palace. The local folklore group will show the
elements of Pokuttya seasonal
celebrations. The meeting of winter
and spring, Palm Sunday, Easter, Trinity, Ivan Kupala Day, Harvest Festival.
The enchanting viallge of Strilche
has kept a unique tradition of bread
baking. Be sure to buy a few loaves
for a delicious bite along the way.
Make youself at home at a cozy rural hotel 'U Vuyka Vasylya' in Kolomyia (www.koluba.com).

You will then travel to the most picturesque town in Galychyna – Kolomyia (first mention dates back to
1240). The tour brings you to the
local National Hutsul Folk Art Museum (www.hutsul.museum) - the
only Ukrainian museum included
into the Encyclopaedia Britannica as one of the world masterpiece
museums. The museum collection
includes almost 50 000 artifacts
from the period of Trupillian culture
to the present days. Your private
master class in painting and restoration of eggs (one of the brightest and
most mysterious traditional handicrafts) will follow….held in an Egg
Museum.
From Kolomyia you travel to
Tysmenytsya. Accomodation in the
guestnouse 'Knyazhyi Dvir'. Close
by there is an apiary, famous for
its unique spa offering: soothing
treatment using bee vibrations.
After the spa treatments and a relaxation walk in the charm of the
place, supper will be served at a
traditional restaurant.
DAY 6
End of the tour
A relaxing breakfast at the hotel will
put the finishing touch on your stay in
Ivano-Frankivsk region.
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Traditions
R

T

he

joint

O M

six-day

A

tour

across two counties of Romania Maramures and Satu Mare discovers unique natural and cultural wealth of the two regions,
including the local traditions of
food production, cooking and
gastronomic enjoyment of meals
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Vraja Maria treats with pastries the
Carpathian Culinary Heritage Festival
guests, Ukraine, May, 2013
21

M

aramures,

located

in the geographical heartland of
Europe, it is a land of mythological richness, impressive landscapes and very ancient customs.
It has carefully preserved the
culture, traditions, and lifestyle
of its medieval past

Traditional Maramures Wedding
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Discover the Taste of Maramures!
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U

p

on

sub-alpine

pastures,

while

tasting cheese, lamb soup, homemade bread with
onion you will discover the symbiotic relationship
between landscape, man and animals, you will feel
the warmth of the hosts and taste a bit of heaven
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I

rina guesthouse: make your own

home cooked bread in a traditional open air
oven whilst enjoying the beauty of Desești
village and its traditional surroundings
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W

ooden gates from

Maramureş are elements of
architecture that convey an
undeniable local identity to
this region. Rich in symbols
(twisted rope, the sun, tree of
life) wooden gates are protectors of the houses and families from the forces of evil
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T

aste a traditional plum brandy called 'Palinca' or 'Horinca'. There are different tests that can

bear witness to the quality of this liquor. If you rub in your hands a drop of 'horinca', it must get a
certain smell, similar to the smell of honey. Then when you pour it in glasses, it makes a 'collar' of
small pearls, which should stay there till you say the Lord’s Prayer. The smaller the pearls are, the
better 'horinca' is
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Recipe of the old Romania by chef Mrs. Giurgi Zorica

Bean soup with smoked ham

served in bread with red onion salad

1

INGREDIENTS

Put the beans into a bowl in water during the night
before preparation for rehydration

Soup
1 kg Beans
850 g Smoked pork
ham
300 g Carrots
200 g Celery
350 g Swedes
Thyme
Bay leaves
50 g Green parsley
40 g Salt
Pepper
Sweat paprika
Powder
100 ml Oil
400 g Sour cream

2

Clean the vegetables and cut into small slices. Then fry them
together in oil directly in the pot in which the soup will be prepared. When the vegetables are ready, pour water and add the
beans and the ham. Flavor with salt, pepper and bay leaves and
leave for boiling for app. 1 hour. The beans and ham have to be soft

Red onion salad
2 kg Red onion
100 ml Oil
20 g Salt
20 ml Vinegar
10 pieces Special
type of bread
(round bread) in
which the soup will
be served

3

To assure the right consistency of the soup, we make a mix of sour
cream, a bit of flour; sweat paprika powder and soup that is poured
over the soup, mixing all the time to avoid formation of lumps. Let the
soup to boil for 10 minute more. At the end, for more savor, add finely
chopped parsley or thyme as you prefer

4
5

Serving: Cut the top of
the bread, take out the core
part and pour the soup
within. This type of soup is
served with green parsley
and red onion salad

Salad: Cut the red onion into slices, press it a little bit (so it
will not be that spicy) and put on it spices, oil vinegar
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Bon appetit!

from A tо Z

Maramures County

Arrival/How to get here?
By air

By train

By car

Food and Drinks

Austrian Airlines, Alitalia, Air France,
TAROM – are some of the airlines most often used in Romania. Bucharest is no more
than 2 hours by plane from most cities in
Western Europe.
Other cities in Romania including
Timisoara, Cluj, Sibiu, Oradea, Arad, and
Bacau, are connected with destinations in
Austria, Germany, Italy and Hungary by
flights with Austrian Airlines, CarpatAir
and Tarom. There are certain low cost
flights as well operated by: Blue Air, Wizz
Air. Baia Mare is located pretty far away
from Romania’s capital, Bucharest, approximately 550 km. There are good connections with the capital: airborne – TAROM
www.tarom.ro , and by train (for information on train schedules please check www.
cfr.ro).

Naturally you can travel by car to reach
Bucharest (take first DN 1C, then DN 1),
the roads are fairly good but it takes a little bit more time as there are no highways
yet in this part of the country.
Border crossing between Romania and
its western neighbors is just a formality.
There are many bus routes that connect
Bucharest and Romania’s main cities with
Athens, Berlin, Budapest, Copenhagen,
Frankfurt, Istanbul, London, Milan,
Munich, Paris, Rome, and Vienna. Tourists coming to Maramures from abroad
should check the following websites:www.
eurolines.ro and www.atlassib.ro. For
those travelling to Maramures from other
areas of Romania or those wishing to
use public transport please check www.
autogari.ro.

Traveling by train from other European
countries to Romania takes from 6 hours
(Budapest to Timisoara) to about 46
hours (London to Bucharest). Train services are managed by CFR Romania and a
full timetable can be found at www.cfr.ro.

Larger towns and cities offer a wide variety
of bars and restaurants for visitors to
choose from.
During the summer months, there are
many terrace bars offering visitors the
opportunity to enjoy the nice weather and
watch everyday life move on around them.
A typical meal here is not expensive, it will
cost approximately 10-15 euro per person.
It is not common to include the tip in
the bill, so if you like the service, you can
always leave the waitress 5-10% from the
total amount. Restaurant options in small
villages remain limited to the rural guesthouses. These establishments can offer
visitors terrific home cooked meals made
with ingredients produced on the family
farm for very reasonable prices. They will
usually be served with homemade wine
and palinca or horinca, a fiery spirit made
from plums, apples or pears.
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Currency

National currency – Lei. The currency exchange can be done at any bank branch offices. Although Maramures is considered
a rural destination there is a well-developed network of bank branches and ATMs
so you can withdraw money whenever you
need. More and more places accept card
payments; just ask them when you walk
in. Primarily the banks and ATMs are
present in the cities and towns: Baia Mare,
Baia Sprie, Borsa, Cavnic, Dragomiresti,
Salistea de Sus, Seini, Sighetu Marmatiei, Somcuta Mare, Targu Lapus, Tautii
Magheraus, Ulmeni and Viseu de Sus. In
rural areas tourists can find banks and
ATMs in Barsana, Bogdan Voda, Botiza,
Farcasa, Moisei, Ocna Sugatag, Ruscova si
Sapanta.

Accommodation

Lot of places where you can stay in
Maramures, but if you choose to visit the
countryside, you will enjoy the archaic
landscape shaped by traditional agriculture, rolling hills and mountain peaks, and
savor the flavor of home-made dishes prepared by your hosts. You will be welcomed
in private family guesthouses
offering warmth, privacy and
quality services all over in
the historical part
of Maramures.

M A R A M U R E S C U L I NA RY T R A I L
DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

Welcome to Baia Mare

Traditional food tastes along Mara
Valley up to Poiana Brazilor

Insights into the land of
wood

The route begins with a steep and
winding ascent into the mountains
covered with forest. At the top of the
Gutai Pass the picturesque landscape
opens up before you. The road then
continues its journey down to Desesti.
Experience the Mara River Valley for
the story of Maramures. As the namesake for the entire region, this valley
reveals not only pristine beauty, glorious pastoral landscapes, and total
immersion into the centuries old way
of life of its people.

Budesti – example of wooden architecture (wooden gates, wooden
houses, wooden church - UNESCO
heritage monument). The wooden
gates from Maramures are elements
of architecture that convey an undeniable local identity to this region.
Rich in symbols (twisted rope, the
sun, tree of life) wooden gates are
protectors of the houses and of families from the forces of evil.

Transfer to hotel Igniş (3 stars).
Join together for good food, wine
and palinca along a walking tour of
Baia Mare Old Center (15-16th century buildings).
Museums
and
galleries
exhibit
valuable
artifacts
worth
visiting,
especially the Village Museum, part of Ethnographic and
Folk
Museum.
This
shows
traditional
wooden
architecture and peasant technical
installations of Maramureş. The
art school of Baia Mare and Mineralogical Museum are emblematic
symbols and host valuable unique
collections in the world.
Located in the old center, near
the Market, Butchers Tower,
or 'Butchers Bastion' (built
by Gaspar Dragyi in 1547)
represents
nowadays
an
important
tourist
attraction
where local artisans exhibit
their works. At that time
bastion served as defensive tower
for the city and a special location
for the butchers’ guild. Bastion was
destroyed several times and rebuilt
over the centuries.
Dinner: Igniş, Baia Mare Old
Center.

You will visit the ‘Happy Fish’ in Mara
village and taste the traditional breakfast in an authentic wooden restaurant complex, enjoying the freshness
of nearby forests, the beauty of Mara
River and the trout fishery located inside the complex.
Recognized more for its unique nature
treasures of the region, the Tatarului
gorge is known for the Schistostega
pennata moss that reflects an emerald green light in the hollow, and its
endangered bird species. The Poiana
Brazilor is a forested raised bog with
unique carnivore plants.
Climbing to the subalpine meadows
guarantees a delicious lunch and a
little skies... Visit the demonstration
site for natural grazing at the ecological farm in Campul Tataru. Local
breeds of cattle named ‘Maramures
Brown’ are well adapted to the mountain conditions. You will taste the top
premium beef from ‘happy’ cattle,
cooked in a traditional way. Discover the biodiversity values occurring
from the management of mixed forest
and grasslands ecosystems by natural
grazing. Accommodation in the Tiplea wooden house.
31
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In Sarbi village you will taste traditional pies and see unique water
driven machines that help in peasants’ life. In Ocna Sugatag you will
taste the local cheesecakes and apple
pies. In Doina’s guesthouse, you will
convince yourself again that traditional Maramures food is very delicious. As evidence, dishes cooked
here were highly appreciated by the
great Romanian gastronome Radu
Anton Roman, who arrived at Doina’s guesthouse and found it very
difficult to leave the place due to her
famously tasty pies.
In the old capital of historical Maramures Sighetu Marmatiei (the
first reminder is recorded in the
documents in 1326) you will get
acquainted with the remnants of
an ancient fortress of Thracian and
Dacian period, traditional markets
- Piata Agroalimentara and unique
Open-air Village Museum that includes the antique church and traditional homesteads around (the oldest ones dating since 16th century).

A

ge-old

traditions, cultural heritage, distinctive ethnographic collections,
traditional
architecture, popular
and traditional crafts are
preserved in most cities
and towns of Satu Mare.
Additionaly the local
traditional meals will satisfy the most demanding
gourmets
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Satu Mare. Unique
journey through the time

I

t should be easy for you to witness a holiday celebration no matter what time of the year you travel to Satu Mare.
Our celebrations are another reason why this region of Transylvania seems full of life and authenticity
33

B

ack on the road, enter the village of Vama, where you

will gain the historical experience and familiarise with the ancient

crafts

from

Satu

Mare

–

Byzantine

tradition

in

local

ceramics and pottery, preserved by the only working potter, Istvanfi Geza,
and you will see memorable wooden churches on your way

34

W

e have a most surprising land-

scape, which offers the tourist passionate
about history an ensemble of sights, from
castles and fortresses, wooden churches
and monasteries, museums and historic
houses, with cultural values closely related
to the history of these places
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T

hen enjoy again the well-known and world-famous alcoholic drink, palinca. It

is produced here, by Zetea family, by double or triple distillation in traditional boilers
with direct heating by fire. You will enjoy lunch, including a master class from the producer, completed by a serving with joy the famous alcoholic drinks

Photo by Pixeltaster
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Nourishing food by chef Traian Costinas

Sarmale (Romanian Cabbage Rolls)
INGREDIENTS

1

1 quart sauerkraut
1 bay leaf
1 sprig fresh dill (optional)
1 smoked ham

Remove core from cabbage.
In a large pot, bring to boil enough
water to cover cabbage. Add 2 tablespoons salt and 1/4 cup vinegar to
boiling water. Immerse
cabbage in boiling water. Cover and
cook over medium‐high heat 5 to 7
minutes. With fork or tongs, gently
remove leaves as they become tender.
Drain well; let cool. Trim main leaf
vein so it is flat like rest of cabbage leaf

3 lbs heads of cabbage
1 ½ lbs ground pork
tablespoons vegetable oil
4 medium onions, finely chopped
1 ½ cups celery, finely chopped
½ lb bacon, finely diced
1 tablespoon salt
½ tablespoon black pepper
½ tablespoon sweet paprika
2 tablespoons fresh parsley, finely
chopped
1 cup rice
1 cup tomato sauce
1 cup tomato juice

4

3

Place 1 to 2 tablespoons
of the meat filling in center of cabbage
leaf. Fold right hand side of leaf over
filling, then roll from base to bottom of
leaf, then with index finger gently tuck
left hand side of leaf into cabbage roll to
make a nice neat roll

2

In a large frying pan
over medium heat, add oil, onions,
celery, bacon, salt, pepper, paprika,
parsley leaves and sauté until
light golden brown. Remove
from heat and let cool for 1/2
hour. Add ground pork, rice
and sautéed onions together
along with 1/2 cup water,
and mix well. This is the meat
filling

Bon appetit!
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Squeeze juice out of sauerkraut and
place 1/2 of jar on bottom of pot. Chop
any leftover cabbage and place on top
of sauerkraut. Place pork hock on top
of sauerkraut. Arrange cabbage rolls,
seam side down in pot in neat layers.
Place them loosely touching each other
and layer on top of one another. Sprinkle
with salt between layers. Place second
half of sauerkraut on top of cabbage
rolls. Spread tomato sauce and tomato
juice over kraut and place 1
bay leaf (and optional dill
sprig) on top. Cover rolls
with water just enough to
cover rolls. Place heavy dish
on top making sure there is a
couple inches between plate
on top of pot. Cover pot and
bring to boiling and reduce
heat to simmer and cook for
about 2 hours

Serve with sour cream and
mămăligă (Romanian polenta) for a
real Romanian dish

from A to Z

Satu Mare County

Arrival/How to get here?
By air

Accommodation

By train

Food and Drinks

The International Airport Satu Mare
ensures five weekly round flights (TAROM)
Satu Mare – Bucharest ( all week-days). It
has all facilities as international airport.
Points of border crossing (customs): Petea
(on the road)- HU; Halmeu (on the road
and railway)- UKR; Urziceni (on the road)HU; Berveni (on the railway)- HU; Satu
Mare (by airway)- all countries.

Satu Mare is linked directly, by railways,
with Cluj-Napoca; on this route there are
provided links with the Central, NorthEast, South-East, South, and South-West
Regions. Another route of great importance is Oradea – Satu Mare, as it links
Satu Mare with the West Region.

By car

The Satu Mare County has got an important advantage as regards its location. It is
located near the boundary; it is relatively
close to the European capitals Bucharest,
Bratislava, Budapest.
Satu Mare is only at 148 km distance from
Ujgorod, which can be covered in about
2 hours.
Internally, one can reach Satu Mare (on
the road) thus:
From Bucharest to Satu Mare: Bucharest –
Piteşti – Sibiu – Cluj-Napoca – Satu Mare.
From Moldavia, one can reach Satu Mare
through Braşov, Tîrgu Mureş and Cluj-Napoca. From the North of Moldavia, the
recommended route is Suceava – Bistriţa
– Cluj-Napoca – Satu Mare. A secondary
route, but less recommendable because of
the bad state of roads is Borşa – Negreşti
Oaş – Satu Mare.

There are a lot of accommodation options
in Satu Mare county, most of them
concentrated in Satu Mare and the other
cities, and in the thermal water area. The
bigger number of accommodation places
is offered in hotels or motels, only a small
number is available in gueshouses, and
just a few places are available in rural area.

All cities offer a wide variety of bars and
restaurants for visitors to choose from.
During the summer months, there are
many terrace bars offering visitors the
opportunity to enjoy the nice weather. A
typical meal is not expensive, it will cost
approximately 10-15 euro per person. It
is not common to include the tip in the
bill, so if you like the service, you can
always leave the waitress 5-10% from
the total amount. Restaurant options in
small villages remain limited to the rural
guesthouses, not very often met in Satu
Mare county, or to the village bars. Local
people are very warm and open and they
may invite you to have a traditional lunch
and strong drinks at their home. Satu
Mare traditional drink 'palinca' stands,
primarily through quality, as the most famous natural alcoholic drink of Romania.
It’s 100% natural, made from the best fruit,
especially plums, apples, pears, as well as
apricots, peaches and cherries, left to ferment and passed through the distillation
process twice or 3 times. Palinca is always
present on the table for the holidays or
other important events. Drinks should be
kept in mulberry tree barrels at least five
years, or in oak vessels for a period of two
years. Wine is also a very important and
traditional drink in Satu Mare county, for
instance in Beltiug more than 650 wine
cellars exist since hundreds of years.
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What to buy?

In Satu Mare county, but especially in
cities, Satu Mare, Negresti Oas, Carei and
Tasnad, there is a network of shops serving
the needs of the population, from food to
personal or household items. In Satu Mare
there is a network of large stores such as
Auchan, Lidl, Billa, Kaufland. All shops
and shopping malls are open during the
week from Monday to Sunday.
Authentic handmade souvenirs are available in the villages or in specialized shops
in the cities. Get embroidered clothes from
local craftsman, carved wooden items for
your home, 'zgărzi'- traditional women
jewelry, hand woven bags and carpets,
traditional hats for man, ceramic (pottery)
from Vama and many others.

S AT U M A R E C U L I NA RY T R A I L
DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

Medieval architecture and traditions of
winegrowing in Carei-Tasnad-Beltiug areas

Satu Mare and it’s monuments

Historic and gastronomic authenticity.
Mediesul Aurit - Bixad - Vama Negresti Oas - Valea Mariei

Once you arrive in Satu Mare county,
from the border you travel to Carei,
where you will see the outstanding
architectural monuments from 14th
to 20th Centuries. Here you will visit the
vault of Károlyi family - 36 family members spend their eternal sleep in bronze
sarcophagi.
Tasnad. You will relax and benefit of the
healthy thermal waters in the Tasnad
resort, and have lunch in one of the
numerous cozy restaurants, serving delightful Romanian, German or Hungarian specialties.
Relaxed, you follow the Wine Road, and
you arrive at Beltiug. Visit one of the 600
wineries dated 1700-s and taste local
food and wines made with local grown
grape varieties such as Riesling, Traminer, Chardonnay, Sauvignon, Pinot Gris
and others.
Welcome to short tour of the Museum
and the archaeological excavations of
Neolithic, Bronze Age and the Free Dacians period, visit the protestant church
in the Romanesque style dated 1175.
Back in Satu Mare you can relax in
one of the beautiful spas with thermal
waters Nord-Vest or Aqua park. Afterwards have dinner in the heart of the
city in a warm and classy restaurant,
the Club Poesis, a Romanian traditional
restaurant. Enjoying live music, a folklore program, the inviting flavors of local foods, the traditional plum palinca,
wines from the finest vineyards, is the
best way to get acquainted with the taste
of Satu Mare culinary and folk heritage.

Wandering around the town of Satu
Mare offers the active travelers a taste
of living historic and cultural authenticity. Walk around the Freedom square
and admire the beautiful buildings with
exquisite architecture. Visit the Art
Museum of the 19th century, formally
known as ‘Vécsey House’ with its unique
collection of paintings and see the beautiful Bishop's palace built in 19th century under the initiative of the Bishop
Ham Janos, decorated with sculptural
images and impressive paintings and
frescos. Then enter the History Museum
to see artifacts from times before. Climb
to the top of the Administrative Palace,
the highest civil building in Romania,
and also the Firemen tower built in
1904, known as the Eiffel Tower of Satu
Mare to see the panorama of beautiful
buildings, and, if you are lucky, the Oas
Mountains.
After a good lunch in ‘No Pardon’, Class,
Daemi, Miorița, restaurants that combine Romanian, Hungarian and German cuisines, familiarize with the monuments standing live testimony to the
harmoniously and unitary interwoven
cultural mosaic specific for Satu Mare
county. Look at the beautiful Synagogue,
see the impressive Roman-Catholic Cathedral, then go along the streets nearby
to visit the Greek-Catholic and the Orthodox Cathedral, placed at few meters
distance!
An evening trip to Livada will acquaint
you with the Vecsey family castle of 18th
century.
Enjoy overnight accommodation at Dan
Motel, or Lacul lui Pintea with their relaxing and welcoming atmospheres.
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The ancient Dacian pottery ovens in
Mediesu Aurit represent the largest
archaeological complex in Eastern Europe. Dating back to the 2-4 century
AD they are impressive by their size
(2 m in diameter) and by the number:
104 ovens, used to produce ceramic
pots that were across the Roman Empire, were reconstructed.
Enjoy again the well-known and
world-famous Romanian traditional
alcoholic drink, palinca. It is produced
here by Zetea family using double or
triple distillation in traditional boilers
with direct heating by fire. Eat lunch,
which includes a master class from the
producer, completed by a tasting the
famous alcoholic drinks.
Bixad. A famous monastery, founded
at the end of the 17th century by an
ex Greek orthodox monk from mount
Athos, hosts the richest library from
the East-European area.
In Bixad you can also taste one of
the best pălinca from “Oas country”
at Ciocan Gheorghe company: apple
and cherry palinca, accompanied with
dried fruits of plums, apples and pears,
traditional home made sausage, ham,
and corn bread.
Ethnographic Museum of Oas Country in Negresti Oas. Here you have the
unique opportunity to witness past life:
many buildings in the area are representative monuments of peasant architecture from the XVII – XX Centuries.
Your day ends in Valea Măriei recreation area. The place is renowned
for its mineral springs (www.hotel-valea-mariei.ro).
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orth eastern part of Hungary

at

the

foot

of

the

Carpathian

Mountains is surrounded by rivers and meadows, which are ideal for fruit production. The region has a rich cultural heritage,
medieval,

painted

churches,

rich

fauna, various species of fishes and flora,
including medical herbs and rare,
protected flowers. It offers unique
opportunity for excursions either on
foot or by bicycle
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Oldie but Goldie
Photo by Zoltán Szabó
www.kincseskamera.hu
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Hungary Eats
Fülep family in the Restaurant Moni
Photo by Zoltán Szabó
www.kincseskamera.hu

G

o global – be local.

Try local, homemade, delicious, farm-to-table organic food.
Satisfaction is guaranteed!
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O

ne of the truly enjoyable aspects of life is Good Food. So live it up as we

present you a selection of organic, local, traditional, artisan food, country restaurants,
Hungarian cooking courses and pastry workshops. Take a culinary journey through
Hungary, a country steeped in history and tradition. Follow the food and drink
itinerary and find out why Hungary is renowned for its fresh produce, unique
brandy. Whether you are following the Carpathian Culinary Trail or touring historical
distilleries, you will find many fun attractions with samples to enjoy along the way

Stuffed cabbage a la Szatmár
Photo by Zoltán Szabó
www.kincseskamera.hu
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Making of plum jam, typical local
product of Szatmár-Bereg region
Photo by Milán Tóth
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J

amming: can your own special, sugar-free,
100% organic 'szatmar' plum jam.

Making jam is an important community event
in Szatmár, usually accompanied with a party

Organic, healthy, no sugar added
traditional plum jam.
Photo by Ambrus Barabás
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E

verything You Always Wanted to Know About Plums
(But Were Afraid to Ask)

The famous local fruit: “I don’t know” plum
Photo by Zoltán Szabó
www.kincseskamera.hu
4646

Milkman and a happy
traveler on the market
Photo by Zoltán Paszternák

F

armers’ market and

cooking course: they’re great
fun as well as a place to taste
samples, buy memorable gifts
or treats to take home, and
meet the locals

Cooking course
by Irene’s Kitchen, Panyola
Photo by Mykola Ivashchenko
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Pálinka (fruit brandy) is one of the most important
local product of the Szatmár-Bereg region
Photo from: www.tarpa.hu

P

ick up our picnic

basket full of local goods and enjoy
the unforgettable sunset
by the riverside

P

alinka:

visit a working, traditional distillery.
Unforgettable tasting lessons by our
local blendmasters
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Imi Papp, one of the most incredible host
Photo by Mykola Ivashchenko
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Fresh and crispy
Photo by Zoltán Szabó
www.kincseskamera.hu
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Local cuisine recipe

Potato latke (potato pancakes)
Latkes can be made with any
variety of vegetable, but for most
people, the potato will always be
at the heart of things. You can
easily double this recipe for
a crowd

INGREDIENTS
1kg old or baking potatoes,
peeled, soaked in cold water until
needed
1 onion, peeled
25g flour
1 free-range egg beaten
salt and freshly ground pepper
parsley, chopped
lard for frying

3

Heat the lard in a frying pan until
moderately hot and then place heaped
tablespoons of the mixture into the pan
to shallow-fry. Lower the heat to medium, flatten each latke with the back of
a spoon and fry for about five minutes
on each side, turning over when the
edges turn golden-brown. If the heat is
too high, the latkes will become darkbrown on the outside before they are
cooked inside

1

For the latkes, finely grate
the potatoes and onion and mix
together

2

Mix with the flour, egg and
salt and freshly ground pepper

Bon appetit!
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4

Remove the latkes from the pan and
drain on paper towels (they absorb the
oil, leave the latkes crisper and the latkes
won’t stick to the paper).
Serve the latkes hot with sour cream

from А tо Z

Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg County

Activities

For foodies: cooking classes, farm visits,
cheese tastings, distillery visits, traditional Hungarian oven baking experience,
local farmers’ market. Meet the people
of the region, spend a day with the shepherds and taste the flavour of a vanishing
tradition. It is the 24th hour.
Visit us, go back in time and experience
before it all disappears.

Local horseman, Sandor Nagy
Photo by Zoltán Szabó
www.kincseskamera.hu

By train

All train services are managed by MAV
and a full timetable can be found on their
website at www.mavstart.hu.Trains leave
from both the Budapest Nyugati and
Keleti stations several times a day. It is
recommended to take one of the many
InterCity trains, as the journey will take
Arrival/How to get here?
approximately three hours. You will have
By air
to pay an additional fee for your seat
Nearest international airport is Debrecen
reservation (automatically issued at the
(45 min. drive from Nyíregyháza). Wizz
ticket counter), but the limited seats may
Air, the largest low fare - low cost airline
disappear quickly, especially on weekends
in Central and Eastern Europe, flies to and when many students are travelling to
from Debrecen airport and offers cheap
and from the capital. InterCity trains run
flights between the Hungarian city and
either through Debrecen or Miskolc.
great European destinations. Daily flight to/ If you choose not to take an InterCity, the
from London, Eidhoven. www.wizzair.com. journey will last closer to four hours as the
Give us a call and we arrange your pick-up train makes more stops. The train also will
service +36 20 417 4188.
likely be less clean and less comfortable.

By car

If you travel by car keep to the route M3.
The M3 motorway will connect Nyíregyháza directly to Budapest. Otherwise from
Polgár take route 36. From Miskolc take
37 to 38. From Debrecen take route 4.
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Getting around

The train station is located about 15-20
minute walk outside of the town center
of Nyiregyháza. Szabolcs Volán runs bus
service throughout the city and to small
villages in the region as well. Nearly all the
buses from the train station (except 6 and
16) run through the city center. If going to
Sóstó, Bus 8 (but not 8A) leaves from the
train station and town center.
All tickets can be bought from any
newspaper kiosk or from the driver at an
additional cost.
Another option for going to Sóstó from
the train station is to take the narrow-gauge train departing from in front of
the train station. This train is something
like commuter rail to Sóstó, however, it
doesn’t run nearly as frequently as the
buses.

four 'sunflowers', and the top-rated
establishments are often cheaper
and better run than some hotels.
High season rates for a double
with attached bath in the cheapest
'vendégház' start about 6000 HUF
(20 EUR) per night per two, expect
to pay slightly more for a pansion.
These are probably Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg county’s most popular
form of accomodation, and they
tend to fill up in summer. In the
guesthouse you can order organic
breakfast (3-5 EUR) or dinner (5-8
EUR), based on traditional recipes.

from А tо Z

Local tourist information centers
have list of accomodation to suit
a wide range of budgets, and can
help you locate and even book
somewhere to stay. The government
grades most accomodation, including country guesthouses of one to
five stars/sunflowers. Prices for most
places are seasonal. Typically, the
highest season is mid-June or July
through August. Many places will,
if asked, give discounts for children
under 12 years old. The most common type of accomodation is the
guesthouse, Hungarian equivalent
of bed and breakfasts (B&B) called
'vendégház', graded from one to

Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg County

Accommodation

What to buy?

Traditional mudbrick house, Fülesd
Photo by Zoltán Szabó
www.kincseskamera.hu

Apart from classical tourist souvenirs like postcards and trinkets, here
are some things unique to Hungary
or just hard to find elsewhere.
•
Cold-smoked sausages
•
Spices: Paprika
•
Wines: Tokaji, Egri Bikavér
(see Liquor), red wine from
Villány area etc.
•
Pálinka: very famous and
strong brandy made from
fruits.
All shops are open during the week
from Monday to Saturday.
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Hungary Eats welcomes
you. Nyíregyháza
Welcome to the city of Nyíregyháza.
Begin your tour by exploring Open Air
Village Museum. It wonderfully preserves the architecture and customs of
rural life in the region from a hundred
years ago. The museum holds a gastronomy heritage festival and events
where visitors can step back in time
and experience life the way it used to
be.
Optional: Aquarius spa. Dinner and
overnight.

from А tо Z

Szabolcs-Szatmar-Bereg County

DAY 1

DAY 2

Food and Drinks

Try the traditional Krémes (with vanila
Our programs are genuine farmto-table experiences based on local, cream), Eszterházy (lots of nuts) or Somlói
organic food and drinks. Eating and Galuska. Another favourite is Lángos, it
is basically deep fried bread, similar to
drinking get serious attention in
Hungary, where hearty portions and 'whales-tail or beaver-tail' but in Hungary,
it can be served with any fillings imaginaexcellent value for money are the
ble. Most common is plain, with salt, garlic
norm. Hungarian cuisine is at the
(fokhagyma) and soured cream (tejföl).
heart of eastern European cooking
Although Hungarian cuisine is very
and Hungarians are quite proud of
meat-oriented, there are several possibilitheir food. It demands fresh ingredients and careful preparation. The in- ties for vegetarians and vegans.
gredients are often simple but of high In Hungarian, pálinka denotes strong
quality. Hungarian farmers, herders brandy-like liquor distilled from fruit.
and fishermen bring forth a wealth of Pálinka is a very social drink: just as the
superb produce from this agricultur- English drink tea, the Hungarians, espeally rich land and surrounding rivers. cially in rural areas, will offer pálinka to
The variety of dishes found in restau- guests upon arrival. The best-known varierants is not as great as that found in ties are barackpálinka, made from apricots,
home kitchens. The national spice is körtepálinka from pears, and szilvapálinka
paprika, made from ground sweet bell made from plums. Factory-made pálinka
peppers and which actually has some is widely available, but keep an eye out for
flavor when fresh. The national dish homemade házipálinka. Pálinkas usually
contain around or above 50% of alcohol,
is, of course, goulash.
It is worth to visit a 'Cukrászda' if you often more for the homemade ones. Pálinare in Hungary. These are very pop- ka bottles marked mézes will be heavily
ular with delicious cakes and coffee. sweetened with honey.
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Saints and Spirits. Érpatak – Máriapócs –
Nyírbátor – Baktalórántháza –Vásárosnamény
Érpatak: visit a traditional distillery,
cold plate based on local recipes and
fruit brandy tasting.
Máriapócs: the most famous, beloved
spiritual centre and the mostly visited
place of worship in Hungary (www.
mariapocskegyhely.hu). In the City of
the Dragon (Nyírbátor) you will have
chance to taste a traditional local pastry, visit a mysterious castle and walk
on the historical 'Dragon path'. Lazy
lunch at the Fenyves Business Hotel
(www.businesshotelfenyves.com) and
Restaurant, where you can walk into
the modern, 21th century technics
kitchen based on the local food and
recipes.
Vásárosnamény: visit local Bereg Museum or go for a short canoe ride on
the river Tisza. For dinner head to the
guesthouse to enjoy local, freshly made
food (www.winklerhaz.hu. overnight).

S Z A B O L C S - S Z AT M A R- B E R E G C U L I NA RY T R A I L
DAY 3
Farms, tastings and a fabulous cooking course.
Tákos – Csaroda – Márokpapi - Nagyar –
Szatmárcseke - Kisar
After breakfast: we start our daily program with the well-known churches
of Tákos, Csaroda and Márokpapi.
Sometimes referred to as the 'barefooted Notre Dame', the church of Tákos
is hardly bigger than a peasant house,
but it has a richly painted ceiling and
furnishings. The church in Csaroda
with its flower decoration is 700 years
old. It is famous for its medieval frescoes representing smiling saints.
Visit a local farm and taste artisan
goat cheese with herbs and get experience about traditional Hungarian
pastry baking.
Head to Nagyar, visit the historical
rose garden of Luby Castle and try the
rose tart and rose lemonade (www.
luby.kibernet.hu).
Szatmárcseke. The cemetery is a
unique sight worth visiting, famous for
2 m high boat-shaped grave markers,
each of them facing to the West.
Afternoon: local Szatmar cooking
course and dinner: recipes vary according to the season, utilizing only
the freshest ingredients available and
providing you with a deeply individual foodie experience. In group of 4-12
persons we learn how to prepare a
balanced, traditional 4 course menu.
Featuring regional specialities and
home-cooking favorites, which we
than enjoy for dinner. The best part is
the conclusion: enjoy the fruits of your
labor - one of life’s true pleasures!

DAY 4

DAY 5

Along the plum road.
Kisar – Túristvándi – Tiszakóród –
Fülesd – Panyola – Tarpa

Country pleasures.
Panyola

After breakfast visit the local, semiwild plum garden. Kisar is Europes
largest endemic flood plain fruit
garden with indigenous plum, apple, and walnut trees.

Rustic breakfast, traditional Szatmar
flavours, local, organic ingredients:
artisan sausages, ham, farm eggs, sugar-free jams, organic vegetables, home
made bread, fresh dairy products.

Some 10 km south, on the banks of
the river Túr, is the tiny village of
Túristvándi, and its pride and joy, a
wonderfully restored, 18th-century
watermill. Although it is no longer
used as a mill, visitors may see the
wheels and the millstones at work.

After breakfast mini farmers’ market.
Shopping your local farmers’ market
is the easiest way to ensure that what
you’re buying is seasonal, fresh, and
local. No one knows the ins and outs
of food like the people who grow it, so
get answers straight from the experts
by asking the really important questions. Find out exactly where your food
comes from by asking where the farm
is located, how far it is from the market, and if it’s organic. Most farmers
are proud of their products and do not
mind detailing exactly how their food
is grown and what to do with it.

A stop for homemade strudel in
a shady garden, than walk in the
woods with a herbalist expert and
storyteller. Cold, refreshing herbal
tea follow our short but interesting
excursion.
Lunch: be ready to create your home
made pasta. Enjoy a hands-on pastry tasting with our local chef giving
you an introduction to authentic regional recipes.
After lunch relax at the river Tisza
sandy beach or optional bicycle trip.
Late afternoon visit Tarpa Distillery
and taste one of the best fruit brandy
of the country.
Dinner is waiting at the distiller’s
tasting room and celebrates the sustainable agriculture movement.
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To avoid plastic bags please bring your
own canvas bags or baskets.
Then spend the day wandering around
Panyola’s untouched natural beauty. If
the season is right, the Panyolafeszt
may be in full swing, offering a chance
to witness the region’s harvest with
area local chefs stocking up for their
regional kitchen. The enthusiasts can
also take part in various activities: ride
in a horse-drawn carriage, canoe trips
or take part in various activities for
children.

Harmony

S L

O V A

K

T

his three-day tour fully opens city of

Kosice for the tourists - the pearl of European
urban heritage; it offers to experience beauty
centenary prescriptions at natural wellness and
spas centers, to taste delicious traditional Slovak
dishes, it will guide guests into the world of the
world-famous Tokaj wines
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I A

Bartenders will take care of you
57
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Harmony of food
and wine
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Abundance of food and a smile on the
face are Slovak tradition

59

T

he 45 m high tower originated as a bell

tower for the St. Elizabeth’s Cathedral at the
turn of the 14th and 15th centuries and acquired its Renaissance form in 1628. The tower is dedicated to St. Urban, the patron saint
of wine-makers, because city’s expansion was
associated with the production of wine

The Urban Tower, Košice

Handicraft was many years subsistence for Slovak nation
60
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E

xcellent opportunities for

pleasurable leisure: traditional food,
festivals, activities for kids
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T

okay wine is of-

ten described as an elixir wine with rare healing
powers. Tokay wine also
has another name: Vinum
Regum – Rex Vinorum,
or in English, the Wine of
Kings – the King of Wines
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Ostrožovič winery
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P

roduction

of

eco-friendly

foods are becoming internationally
well known as one of the countries
pearl tourist attraction and central to a
satisfying visit to Slovakia for business
and pleasure travellers alike

Alex Péli manufacturer of homemade pasta
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Trendy food with authentic ingredients by chef Tomáš Jakab

Rolled trout with spinach
and beetroot extract
INGREDIENTS

Tomáš Jakab,
member of Košice Association of chefs and confectioners, founder www.varimeinak.sk

1

2 trout
200 grams of spinach
100 ml of red wine
50 ml olive oil
20 grams of butter
30 ml wine vinegar
2 cloves of garlic
1 lemon
1 beetroot
1 apple
Sage, dill
Salt, pepper

3
Trout fillet and season with salt and pepper. Butter
lightly, fry the spinach, season with salt, garlic
and fill the prepared fillets. For decoration, we can
also add the carrots. Thus prepared fish rolled and
wrapped in foil. Add salt to the water, half a lemon
dill, sage, vinegar and cook trout slowly for about
10 minutes

Preparation of betroot:
Cleaned and finely grate the beets
and fry in olive oil. Pour red wine
and season with salt. Strain the juice
and soften the rest of the butter. We
can add cinnamon.
We decorate with mashed peas,
herbs and grilled zucchini

2

Boiled fish of choice, unwrapped
and pour 50 g butter meringue with
chopped sage and remaining lemon
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Bon appetit!
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Arrival/How to get here?
By air

Currency

Near the city of Košice lies the Košice
International Airport with the longest
landing runway in the Slovak Republic,
meeting international aviatic landing and
take-off standards for all types of airplanes
and both passenger and cargo transport.

Slovakia as a part of eurozone uses Euro
(EUR). The currency exchange can be
done at any bank office. There are many
ATM’s present and most of the shops
accept payment by a card.

from A to Z

Kosice Region

By train

Košice is a railway crossroad of train lines
connecting Western, Eastern, Northern
and Southern Europe (city lies on the
AGTC line connecting Hungary and
Poland). More info can be found at www.
slovakrail.sk/en.html.

By car /bus

The city of Košice lies near the border of
the Schengen area (92km). There are international road connections (E50–Ukraine,
E71–Hungary, E371–Poland). Construction of the R4 expressway from Košice to
Hungarian borders started in August 2010
with planned completion in 2013. Direct
motorway route towards Budapest, Bratislava and Vienna starts in Miskolc (HU),
located 70 km south of Košice.
From many European and Slovak cities
and towns there are direct Eurolines and
Express coaches to Košice. For information about current coach timetables see
(www.cp.sk).

Accommodation

Košice region has plenty to offer: accommodation in stylish and designer hotels,
the oldest hotel in Slovakia, boutique hotels, business and apartment hotels directly in the Košice city or more simple hotels
and boarding houses at good prices in
rural areas. Most of them are eco-friendly,
serving traditional food and visitor can be
sure to find a friendly welcome.
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Igor Šimko Chef and chairman of Košice Association of
Chefs and Confectioners

Food and Drinks

An old tradition is saying that visitors
should be greeted with bread and salt.
What awaits you nowadays are resonably
low restaurant prices and best quality
food. Delicious Slovak meals are served
in almost every restaurant. Moreover, the
wine growing Tokaj region is the SouthEast part of Košice region, so it is possible
to try 'the wine of kings and king of wines'
in unique wine tasting experience.

A typical meal price is about 10 Euro per
person. It is not so common to include the
tip in the bill, but if you want to express
your grattidute and satisfaction with
service, you can leave the waitress 5-10%
from the total amount.
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What to by?

History

The historic shire of Abov spread over
what are today parts of Slovakia and Hungary, and its development was stimulated
by its advantageous position on various
trade routes. The name Abov likely came
into use in the early 11th century, when
after the death of the Hungarian king St.
Stephen the territory was conquered by
Aba Samuel. The region’s name was thus
taken from the word 'aba', which meant
'father'. In the 13th century the Abov
shire became independent, and besides
the Abov family, migrants from German
alpine regions and different religious orders like the Premonstratensians in Jasov
also played a part in the region’s upsurge.
The region of the Abov family ended with
a battle near Rozhanovce (1312), but this
didn’t end migration into the region. With
the arrival of the Anjou and Luxemburg
families the region became one of the
most thickly populated areas of the Hungarian Kingdom, a place of burgeoning
trade both domestic and foreign, primarily
with Eastern Europe, Poland and Russia.
During the period of anti-Habsburg rebellions the region was a centre of resistance,
and a congress of 13 regions of Upper

Hungary gathered in Košice. On the basis
of a peace treaty with Gabriel Bethlen and
later Gyorgy Rakoci I, the Abov was for a
short time incorporated into the principality of Transylvania. The reform of public
administration by Jozeph II in 1785, however, joined the Abov shire with the Turňa
district, a state that remained, with smaller
interruptions, until 1923.
Kosice is a city with an eventful and illustrious past, its earliest recorded mention
dating from 1230, when it is referred to as
'Villa Cassa'. The coat of arms is the oldest
in Europe, a fact attested to by a letter
dated 1369. The city’s historic sights - from
various eras - are concentrated in the historic centre, which is an Urban Heritage
Area. The reconstructed main street, lined
by burgher houses and palaces, offers visitors a pleasant stroll and is also the venue
for major events in the life of the city.

Most of the shops and all shopping malls
are open during the week from Monday
to Sunday. Authentic handmade souvenirs
are available in the villages or in specialised shops in the cities. We recommend
to get some of typically Slovak gifts, such
as straw dolls, wooden toys and ceramics.
If you don’t want a traditional gift but still
want something really original, there are
a few crafts shops in Košice with handmade products on the 'Street of Crafts',
as Hrnčiarska Street is well known (it
runs parallel to Hlavná and can be found
behind the Mikluš Prison). There you will
find bakers, blacksmiths, woodcarvers,
basketmakers and others.

Hand made violin
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KO SIC E C U L I NA RY T R A I L
DAY 1
Arrival to Kosice. Homemade food and urban
culture treasures
Accommodation at eco-friendly hotel 'Dalia' (www.hoteldalia.sk/en/
eco-friendly-hotel) located in the city
center (5 minutes walk from the main
street). The hotel restaurant is a real
gourmet restaurant with delicious seasonal specialties.
Lunch in a restaurant 'Golem' (www.
pivovar-golem.sk/eng/index2.html) in
the city center, that has its own brewery.
Kosice’s historic sites from various eras
are concentrated in the historic centre,
which is an Urban Heritage Area. The
gothic St. Elisabeth’s Cathedral (Dóm
sv. Alžbety) built from 1378-1508 is
considered the easternmost high gothic
style cathedral in Europe. The St. Michael’s Chapel (Kaplnka sv. Michala)
is a single-nave Gothic edifice from the
14th century.
The State Theatre of Kosice (Štátne
divadlo v Košiciach) was built in the
years 1879-1899.

DAY 2

DAY 3

Path to health: tea tasting,
acquaintance with the production of natural products and climatic and karst spa

Enjoy traditional Slovak
wines and discover charming
surroundings for relaxation

Visiting the Teahouse for tea tasting
in Bioinstitute (www.bioinstitut.sk/
kontakt.html) in the city center of Kosice. Below the teahouse there is a shop
with tea and herbs of more than 140
kinds, where according to the traditional recipes herbs are mixed carefully for each visitor.

Frucona Kosice (www.frucona.sk)
deals with production of alcoholic and
non-alcoholic drinks, syrups, pickles
and fruit vinegar.

Leaving the town and heading to the
nearby village Mala Ida for a short
visit of the company KUK FUK (www.
kukfuk.sk/index.html), the domestic
producer of 6-egg pasta.

Lunch at the 'Hostinec u gazdu' in
Valaliky (www.facebook.com/HostinecUGazdu).

Lunch in a restaurant 'Straw House'
(Slamený dom).
Option 1. Spa Štós (www.kupele-stos.
sk). The spa focuses on the treatment
of diseases of the respiratory system.
Option 2. Jasov cave. The Jasov cave
belongs to the most important caves in
the Slovak Karst National Park.

The Forgach Palace, an Empire style,
built for the nobility in the early 19th
Century, currently houses the State Science Library.

Dinner in the restaurant 'Old mill'
(Starý mlyn, www.starymlyn.sk). The
image of the modern era milling in the
20th century can be presented by this
mill. Currently it is a restaurant decorated by hand-painted paintings.

The Eastern-Slovakia Museum, a majestic neo-Renaissance structure built
in 1899.

After an interesting day the tour ends
back in Kosice with accommodation
in the Hotel Dalia.

Dinner in a stylish restaurant and
guesthouse Villa Regia (www.villaregia.sk). Recommended specialties, such
as ‘Mačanka’ - sour mushroom soup
with croutons - are waiting for you to
taste and discover.

Valaliky village is famous for one of
the well-known artists Ladislav Stana
(www.sochyaobrazy.sk/o-nas/ladislavstano-ml).

Popular Ranch 'Tara' offers various
activities throughout the year: tourism, horseback riding lessons, tasting
of farm product, activities for children,
shows of different types.
Visit of the company JaJ Ostrožovič in
Veľká Třňa (www.ostrozovic.sk). Accomodation in the apartments. Veľká
Třňa – Tokaj Region is geographically
closed area of winemaking and viticulture in basin of river Bodrog.
Only here you can find stony hillsides
of an old volcano, which is warmed up
by a lovely warm breeze from the Hungarian puszta and only here you can
find a noble fungi Botrytis Cinerea,
the basis of Tokaj selections. The wine
cellars are protected by oak barrels, in
which the wine of kings rests and gains
bread taste.
DAY 4
Transfer to Košice.
Last tour day
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Hungary-Slovakia-Romania-Ukraine
ENPI Cross-border Cooperation Programme

European Union

This publication was produced within the project ‘Carpathian Culinary Heritage Network’ implemented by the Tourist Association of Ivano-Frankivsk Region and Ivano-Frankivsk City Council from Ukraine, Association EcoLogic and Chamber of
Commerce and Industry of Satu Mare County from Romania, Slovak Chamber of Commerce and Industry from Slovakia and
Szamos-bazár Association from Hungary.
food products and cuisines as a catalyst for sustainable regional development and preservation of local cultural heritage.
The project ‘Carpathian Culinary Heritage Network’ was implemented under the Hungary-Slovakia-Romania-Ukraine ENPI
through the European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument.
The European Union is made up of 27 Member States who have decided to gradually link together their know-how, resources
and destinies. Together, during a period of enlargement of 50 years, they have built a zone of stability, democracy and
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Partnership Instrument supports cross-border co-operations on the external borders of the EU.
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adjacent areas of Hungary, Romania and Slovakia.
The Joint Managing Authority of the Programme is the National Development Agency, Hungary. The website of the
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